the point of departure for the present paper is the status of the bare participial form as inherited from MIa (Middle Indo-aryan) by early nIa (new Indo-aryan) with its stative force. It is a very well known phenomenon in the contemporary Ia languages that the past participle can be extended by a past participle form based of the verb to be (e.g. MSh - Modern Standard hindi - huā). it is also noticeable that not all nIa languages allow such extension and that several languages developed further, and reinterpreted the extended forms. the aim of the present paper will be to demonstrate how the stative participles developed in two branches of Ia, namely eastern and western pahari.
1 the data for this preliminary research has been excerpted from western pahari inscriptions (Chhabra 1957) , eastern pahari inscriptions (pokharel 1974; Cauhān 2008; joshi 2009) , reference grammars and folk texts. key words: stative participles, pahari, tense-aspect paradigm, grammaticalization krzysztof Stroński, Chair of oriental Studies, adam Mickiewicz university in poznań, stroniu@amu.edu.pl introduction the view that the p-oriented construction in oia (old indo-aryan) based on the -ta participle was of active-resultative character, and has preserved its active status developing into past tense/perfective in nIa, has received considerable attention in the literature (cf. peterson 1998) .
the employment of the -ta participle with agent marked by oblique case can be traced in nIa from its earliest records, along with the agentless constructions. Recent research has also contributed to the view that the construction based on the -ta participle has always admitted a resultative perfect interpretation (Deo 2006) . In Vedic, it was a stative realizing resultative aspect, in epic Sanskrit, a form referring to past events, and from MIa onwards, a form licensing perfective aspect.
In many nIa languages the past participle can be extended by the past participle based on the verb 'to be' reinforcing its stative force (cf. lienhard 1961: 184) . pahari languages lp lV (2) kRzYSztoF StRońSkI represent several interesting developments in this regard. In western pahari the participle has presumably lost its stative character, and a new participial form extended with an auxiliary be has appeared (cf. hendriksen 1986) . now the stative participle is being reinterpreted as a basis for perfective tenses (cf. Ṭhākur 1975) .
In eastern pahari either the auxiliaries ('remain' and 'put'), which reinforce the stative value of the participle have been employed (Sharma 1987) , or the participial form has been extended with pleonastic suffixes etymologically identified with possessive markers (cf. Sharma 1987; wallace 1982) . In the present paper I will try to focus on these developments.
statiVe force of the -ta participle in nia Some contemporary nIa languages seem to preserve the stative force of the past participle. examples (1) contrasted with (2) and (3) 'he has sat down. ' (cf. van olphen 1978: 188-189) there are syntactic and semantic restrictions on the usage of stative participles in resultative constructions depending on the verb diathesis.
2 For example, S-oriented resultative constructions in hindi/urdu show no particular constraints whereas o-oriented and a-oriented ones do. o-oriented resultatives are formed from verbs which denote establishing spatial relations between two items (e.g. rakhnā 'put'), causing existence (e.g. banānā 'make', likhnā 'write') etc. a-oriented resultatives seem to have more rigid constraintshere prevalent verbs are those related to garments or ornaments wearing, body movements, ingestion, cognition etc. (e.g. pahannā 'wear', jhukānā 'bow', khānā 'eat', sīkhnā 'learn' etc.). Some a-oriented resultatives have already become idiomatic expressions e.g. paṛhā huā 'learned' i.e. 'educated' (cf. Daščenko 1987: 118-186) .
it has also been mentioned in the literature that there are several constraints on stative participles in hindi-urdu as regards the usage of the extended vs. simple form. For example, MSh prefers non-extended forms from intransitives such as baiṭhnā 'sit', leṭnā 'lay', paṛnā 'fall', lagnā 'be attached', phailnā 'be spread', bichnā 'be spread', sonā 'sleep', jāgnā 'wake up', cipaknā 'adhere', ḍhāknā 'cover' whereas non-extended forms from transitives occur usually with verbs such as pahannā 'to wear', pakaṛnā 'catch', lenā 'take', sãbhālnā 'take care of' (cf. liperovskij 1976: 103, 110 ). a-oriented resultatives in MSh do not allow a marking (which is in standard grammars reserved only for perfective tenses), however, colloquial hindi, under the influence of punjabi, has introduced a construction which weakens the constraint imposed in msh and a-oriented extended past participle occurs with ergatively marked a (4). In nepali the past participle terminating in -ya has been extended by -ko (presumably a gen marker) in order to build new perfective. this process took place around the 16th century (wallace 1982: 164) e.g. kuh-yā > kuh-yā-ko ('rotten' < kuhunu 'be rotten').
the extended form appeared then in both attributive (5) and predicative (6) functions (wallace 1982: 194) . Such an extended form constituted the basis for the perfect tenses (cf. grierson 1916: 38-39; wallace 1982: 193 kumauni, a language closely related to nepali, has not extended the bare participial form with the -ko suffix until recently. grierson in his lSI (1916: 135) gave examples of three possible forms of the ppp: two verbal and one adjectival. Verbal ppp could be weak or strong, the former being used with perfective tenses and the latter with the simple past. So-called weak form had only two possible terminations -a (M.Sg/pl) and -i. (F.Sg/pl) >hiṭacch 'he has/they have gone', hiṭi-chh 'she has/they (F.) have gone' whereas strong forms had gender-number terminations for the 3rd person (-o m.sg, -a m.pl, -i F.Sg/pl > hiṭo 'he went', hiṭà 'they went', hiṭi 'she went/they (F.) went') and additional person terminations for the 1st and 2nd pers. of S and the unmarked o (e.g. hiṭũ 'I went').
4 adjectival form had termination -iyo, e.g. lekhiyo tàmà patr 'written copper tablet ' (grierson 1916: 136) .
grierson's samples of kumauni show no instances of the -ko or more recent -yāko forms, however modern grammars already mention them e.g. mari-yāko < marno 'die' (cf. Sharma lp lV (2) kRzYSztoF StRońSkI 1987: 124) . the extension appears to be limited geographically (for particular examples see Sharma 1994: 274-275) .
later on, kumauni has abandoned both verbal forms of the ppp, and now only an adjectival form is employed in the simple past whereas perfective tenses use the converb (conjunctive participle) in -i. the old form in -iyo has undergone a number of phonetic changes - especially stems terminating in a vowel (e.g. sikhāiyo > sikhāyo > sikhā; gāiyo > gau > go; diyo > de etc.). Stems terminating in consonants can still preserve -iy- element e.g. dekhiyā 'seen.ppp.M.pl'.
with advancing gender attrition, ppp in western dialects of kumauni has entirely lost vowel endings and it has acquired a uniform termination -ī, e.g. eastern kumauni mario/ mariyo ādim and marī saiṇi 'dead woman' vs. western kumauni marī ādim/senī 'dead man/ woman' (Sharma 1987: 124) . Similarily garhwali has a uniform ppp form terminating in -e with no gender/number distinction.
Both kumauni and garhwali seem to employ converbs in -i with several auxiliaries such as rākhaṇ, hālaṇ 'put' (for transitives), rūṇ 'remain', jāṇ 'go' (for intransitives) in order to convey stative or resultative meanings (cf. kumauni examples (7) and (8)) but the bare ppp has still preserved its stative force as can best be seen in constructions with verbs 'put on', 'wear' etc. (see (9)), (cf. khokhlova & Singh 2007: 96) . as we will see in the next section, the employment of some auxiliaries in pahari shows close affinities to other nIa tongues. what we see in kumauni in the last 100-150 years is the disappearance of the verbal ppp forms in the system of past tenses and perfective tenses. the past tense has been entirely ousted by the former adjectival participle and the perfective tenses are formed on the basis of the converb. the contemporary situation is thus straightforward - one form of the ppp serves as an attribute and a verbal simple past form, with an extended form -yako appearing rather occasionally.
early western pahari shows almost no attestations of the synthetic stative participles. In the collection of inscriptions collated by Chhabra (1957) 'the gangavaha has been given away with the same boundary line which had been written down in the title deed of the ilustrous ganesha.' a.d. 1595 (Chhabra 1947: 93) on such a modest evidence one cannot judge to what extent stative participles in early western pahari were incorporated into verbal system. Some western dialects attach the following auxiliaries to the ppp of the main verb: e.g. kotgarhi ndɔ, nɔ; koci ndo, do (< prp of the verb 'be' hundo; cf. Bailey 1908: 15, 28; hendriksen 1986: 177) . (11) sɔ̄bēʃ:ɔ nɔ
'he is sitting.' kotgarhi (hendriksen 1986: 178) other contemporary western pahari dialects such as chameali, mandeali, koci kuari, jubbali or Bhadrawahi show stative participles which seem to be continuation of the form attested in (10), e.g. they use a combination of a short converb (in -i or equal to the root) and the ppp form of the auxiliary eṛṇo, orṇo 'do, see ' (e.g. Chameali hir-or-ā 'lost-Stat.M.Sg' (grierson 1916: 836) , koci kuari khai + eṛo 'eat.CnV + ppp.auX.M.Sg. > having been eaten' (hendriksen 1986: 178)).
Interestingly, up to the 19th century kului did not employ any suffixes building statives (cf. Bailey 1908; grierson 1916). grierson's examples show that still in the 19th century full auxiliaries were employed e.g. mordā-lāgā-hundā-sā 'I am in the state of dying' whereas contemporary kului shows two suffixes -u(n)dā (< hundā) and -irā (presumably the extension of the ppp is a grammaticalized genitive postposition rā/rī e.g. likhia+rī > likhirī (pustak) 'written (book) ' (cf. Ṭhākur 1975: 296-297) ) as markers of perfectivity (see (12)) and (13)). kului went further, in fully incorporating stative participles into its perfective system. as mentioned by Ṭhākur (1975: 305-306) , bare participial forms have been almost ousted by stative participles in the spoken language, the only exception being simple past tense (cf. (12) and (13) with (14)).
( 12) tei-ai sārā sãsārā-be banā-udā sā he.oBl-erg whole world-acc make-stat.m.sg be.pres.sg 'he has created the whole world.' (kului) (g.R.)
'the paternal grandmother had cooked bread.' (kului) (Ṭhākur 1975: 240) 
'the paternal grandmother cooked bread.' (kului) (Ṭhākur 1975: 240) presumably, a similar development must have taken place already in the 19th century in padari -the dialect of the Bhadrawahi group. here also the stative participle has been employed to build perfective tenses (see (15)) as it is the case in contemporary kului (grierson 1916: 910) . the bare past participle was used exclusively for the simple past tense. lp lV (2) as an interim summary we can assume that, regarding the possible development of the ppp in eastern pahari, there are at least two scenarios: either ppp has lost its stative force and has been extended by a suffix -ko (e.g. nepali) or it preserved its stative character (e.g. kumauni and garhwali (cf. (9)).
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another possible scenario is realization of the stative/resulative meaning by employment of a converb and an auxiliary (kumauni, garhwali).
In western pahari one can observe a variety of auxiliaries which have been employed to build new stative participles. In certain dialects auxiliaries do or see have been employed to build stative participles (koci kuari, jubbali, Mandeali) in others these auxiliaries (or already gramaticalized, shortened forms) started being employed as perfective markers (kotgarhi, koci) and, lastly, stative participles could be fully incorporated into perfective system (e.g. kului, padari).
comparatiVe eVidence
Comparative evidence shows that early nIa languages could employ a present participle of an auxiliary to be to form an extended participle. this is certainly the case in old Marwari where we do not find any examples of the synthetic type attested in western pahari inscriptions. examples given by tessitori (1915: 104) show only an attributive character of the extended form, e.g. giu hūtaü 'go.ppp.M.Sg be.auX.paRt.pReS.M. Sg > i.e. 'gone', but I have come across constructions in which the predicative interpretation cannot be excluded. of course, it is not always possible to distinguish the attributive function from the predicative one but it seems that the position of the participial form can be regarded as a decisive factor - cf. example (16) with a post-np position and (17) with a pre-np position. 'go to the community; having gone there you will obtain two things: the protection of the community and fame.' (R.g. 11; aD 1411)
Rajasthani prose texts from the 17th century show already that the extended form ceased to be used. In the attributive and predicative functions only bare ppp was employed (cf. (19) ). old constructions extended by the present participle of 'to be' have been reinterpreted as past perfect (via reinterpretation of the present participle as an imperfect form huṁtaü > hutaü > hataü cf. MSh hotā) (cf. tessitori 1915: 75, 96 'So many saints are gathered. ' (khokhlova 1999: 94) It has also been noted that in early Marwari as well as in awadhi another possible form of the ppp was used, namely extended by the ppp of the verb rahana 'remain', e.g. Marwari aṇaboliu rahiu '(he) remained silent', awadhi gaye rahe 'they had gone'. however in the former language the form has been labelled 'continuative' 6 whereas in the latter 'contingent or past perfect ' (tessitori 1915: 104; kellogg 1893: 322-323 ). as we have seen in the previous section contemporary eastern pahari tends also to use the auxiliary 'remain' to convey resultative meaning. hindi/urdu also allows the ppp from rahnā 'remain' along with honā 'be' to build resultatives (for an exhaustive discussion see Daščenko 1987) .
forms such as māriyo-ṛo and māriyo-huwo 'dead' were reported to be used adjectively by the end of the 19th century (grierson in his lsi (1908: 26) . contemporary marwari has extended the function of the ppp forms in -ṛo (presumably a genitive marker) to denote resultative (cf. khokhlova & Singh 2007) or presumptive meanings (see (21) and (22)). other dialects of the western Rajasthani branch such as Shekhawati, Bagri, Mewati also use the extended forms. It seems that at least western Rajasthani allows further extension of the stative form by the ppp of the verb to be in its attributive function, e.g. mariy-oṛ-o hoyo lp lV (2) according to nedjalkov & jaxontov (1988: 46) hindi belongs to the group of languages having specialized forms for passives and resultatives. the markers for both categories should thus be in complementary distribution and indeed one cannot find forms of the type (23) combining passive and resultative markers whereas in contemporary Marwari this is not unusual. In the form gūnth-īj-yoṛi appearing in the example (24) both passive and resultative suffixes are present. there is however typological evidence for such coexistence in other Indo-european and non-Indo-european languages e.g. armenian or japanese (cf. nedjalkov & jaxontov 1988: 46; khokhlova 1999: 97 'with how much love (she) had woven socks and sweaters, in each stitch the throbbing of her love had been knitted.' (Māṇak 2008 january: 28) there is evidence from other Ia languages which use two ppp forms. punjabi has an extended form which has been attested at least since the 18th century (see (25); khokhlova 1999). Contemporary punjabi differentiates between non-extended and extended forms, the former marking perfective whereas the latter resultative constructions (26a and 26b). the resultative character of the extended form was noted already in the 19th century (cf. newton 1898: 297-298 'he has hidden the money. ' (cf. khokhlova & Singh 2007: 97) gujarati has two forms of the ppp - one simple in -y- which builds all perfective tenses and another one having two variants: not inflected in -el and inflected in -el- (cf. Saveleva 1965: 42-46) . from tisdall (1892: 56) and Bhatt (1889) it is clear that forms in -el-/-el conveyed stative meanings already in the 19th century, however in grierson's treatise on old gujarati grammar from the end of the 14th century (grierson 1908: 360-362) and from the 16th century in Dave (1935) there are no traces of extended forms. what is more, in Ramsay (1842), extended forms are not mentioned either.
on one hand contemporary works on gujarati distinguish constructions based on the extended form in -el-(-el) from the short forms in -y, labelling the former resultative or completive and the latter perfective (see ex. (27) and (28); cf. Doctor 2004: 49; khokhlova 1999: 110; khokhlova & Singh 2007: 93) . on the other hand the two forms are also treated synonymously (cf. Saveleva 1965: 42-46; Cardona & Suthar 2007: 687) . extended forms are syntactically equal to the simple forms, i.e. transitive verbs preserve a marking.
Interestingly, gujarati can also combine passive and resultative markers similarily to Marwari e.g. dekh-ā-yel-o 'see-paSS-Stat-M.Sg 'in state of being seen ' (cf. khokhlova 1999: 97 (2) kRzYSztoF StRońSkI the inclusion of the extended forms into the tense-aspect system has also been noticed for Marathi, where extended forms in -lel- started being employed only recently (katenina 1963: 197; pandharipande 2007: 708) . older grammars of Marathi did not register such forms at all (e.g. Bloch 1920). In the second half of the 20th century forms in -lel-started being employed both attributively (29) and predicatively (30), the latter form being an innovation. as remarked by katenina (1963: 197) the participles in -lel-, when used predicatively, emphasize the meaning of the completion of an action or process up to the present moment and this particularity differentiaties them from the perfect forms based on the -l-participle (31). (29) tyā-vel-ī̃ghet a -lel-ẽ chāyācitr a this-time-loc take-stat-n.sg photo.n.sg 'the photo taken this moment. ' (katenina 1963: 196) Sindhi has two ppp forms - a simple terminating in -yo (-io) employed to build perfective tenses (e.g. paṛhyo 'read') and a form extended by -alu (-yalu) which can be used attributively (rahayalu ḍīnhũ 'remaining day') and predicatively (33) as well (Yegorova 1971: 78-79) although the latter form does not seem to be fully incorporated in the verbal system of Sindhi. a participial form terminating in -ṛo was also attested by grierson (1919: 55). formally it is identical to the rajasthani stative participle.
another peculiarity of Sindhi is the formation of the so called actual tenses, i.e. tenses denoting an action in process actual for a given moment in the present, past or future. the tenses are built on the basis of a long converb in -ī (-ē) + ppp of the verb rahaṇu 'live, remain, stay' or huaṇu 'be'. It is noticeable that the actual tenses are formed according to the same patterns as in eastern pahari, however with an entirely disctinct meaning (cf (8) with (34) It has already been observed in the Indo-aryan scholarship that, for example, in Bengali, oriya and literary Sinhala converbs (absolutives) with auxiliaries, instead of the ppp, are used to mark resultative (perfective).
8 western pahari languages on the other hand are said to use the ppp forms extended by a variety of suffixes for the same purpose (Masica 1991: 276) . It seems that at least several dialects belonging to western branches (koci kuari, jubbali and Mandeali) can employ so called short converbs formed by adding -i (-e) to the root with auxiliaries eṛ-, or- 'do, see' to express stative meanings, e.g. koci kuari khai eṛo 'having been eaten' or they use short converbs with a number of auxiliaries (among which there are etymological equivalents of the stative marker '-ero') to mark perfective aspect (ex. (35); cf. hendriksen 1986: 178, 186 'Indeed he has killed the old lady.' (kotgarhi) (hendriksen 1979: 27) Some of the auxiliaries used in western pahari are either in the process of transition from an auxiliary towards suffix (e.g. koci) or, as it is the case of kului, they have already lost their verbal value and become suffixes.
nepali, and to lesser extent kumauni, employ the ppp with a suffix -a or -eko respectively to mark perfectivity (Masica 1991: 276) . as we have seen above, eastern pahari uses a variety of auxiliaries combined with a short converb to mark perfective (also stative and resultative) meanings. Short converbs formed by a suffix -i are also used widely in compound verbs and in serial verb constructions they are restricted to stylistic and idiomatic variations (ex. (36); cf. Sharma 1987: 125) and it is predominantly long forms terminating in -ber which are used independently (for a similar behaviour of the short and long converbs see Montaut 2004a: 93). nepali converbs terminating in -i or -e are used in compound verbs but the latter one appears in serial verb construction as well, whereas forms in -ī or those more recent in -era or -īkan are used independently (cf. korolev 1965: 59-6; Masica 1991: 323; wallace 1982: 167 'I have come back after having gone up to that point.' (kumauni) (Sharma 1987: 125) lp lV (2) kRzYSztoF StRońSkI eVolution of a marking -from resultatiVe to perfectiVe the evolution from the stative/resultative to perfective can be traced on the basis of correlation between the form of the participle and the expression of a.
early pahari shows the following developments in this respect. In eastern branch there are instances of the genitive a which appears in the earliest inscriptions from nepal (37) but after the 16th century the genitive a was ousted by the ergative a (cf. poudel 2008) . however no such a development can be traced in the inscriptions from kumauni (Stroński in press) where one cannot find any reliable attestations of the genitive a. Similarily in early western pahari inscriptions genitive a does not occur in the constructions based on the ppp, but on the other hand genitive a is present in another non-nominative pattern, namely in the obligative construction (38). In contemporary eastern pahari genitive a (or rather agent-like argument) is lexically restricted (see ex. (9) 'the descendants of the king should protect this pious gift for them.' (1664 aD) (Chhabra 1957: 160) In western pahari languages, constructions based on the stative participles derived from transitive verbs have agents marked by genitive (39) or by ergative (ex. (12) and (13)). the genitive is more precisely a genitive in oblique case called 'relational case' by hendriksen (1986: 106-108) (for a variety of meanings of the genitive subjects in western pahari see zoller 2008), and the construction based on a stative participle where relational case is employed resembles the one in punjabi (40) (cf. newton 1898: 297-298; khokhlova & Singh 2007: 101-103) . the syntax of the forms based on the ppp may differ from the syntax of the stative participle. In languages such as kotgarhi constructions based on the stative participles employ exclusively relational case to mark a, whereas the ppp requires a marked by an instrumental/ergative. thus, kotgarhi, having such a clear cut distinction between constructions based on the ppp and the stative participle, stands in an opposition to kului where the stative participle has become a member of the perfective paradigm. kului has presumably undergone a shift during which the auxiliary 'to be' used in its finite form has been replaced by a participial form of 'to be' (-u(n)dā < hunda) or a suffix -i- + a genitive marker (-irā < -ī-+ -rā) which in turn have become fully gramaticalized (cf. an example of a present perfect tense from grierson (41) and a contemporary one (42) 'I have struck (him).'
as we have seen in the first section, MSh under the influence of punjabi introduced a resultative construction with overtly marked ergative a (ex. (4)). although still considered to be substandard this construction was introduced at least a century ago (cf. phillott 1926). conclusion the extension of the ppp is a very frequent phenomenon in the Indo-aryan languages belonging to the north-western and western areas of the Indian subcontinent. It is, however, by no means a uniform phenomenon. the ppp could be extended by the ppp form of the auxiliary to be (msh, punjabi), by the ppp form of the auxiliary 'stay', 'remain' (old Marwari, old awadhi, MSh), by suffixes associated with genitive marking (nepali, kumaoni, kului, Marwari, rarely Sindhi), by suffixes or auxiliaries derived from the present participle of the verb 'to be' (old Marwari, kului, kotgarhi, koci), by auxiliaries 'do', 'see' (Chameali, Mandeali, koci kuari, jubbali or Bhadrawahi) or by the pleonastic suffixes -(i)l-(gujarati) which can even be doubled (marathi).
Some of the Ia languages resort to combination of converbs + ppp of an auxiliary 'remain', 'put' etc. (kumauni, garhwali) instead of developing new ppp forms.
Such auxiliaries can be on their way to lose vector verb properties as it is the case of other Ia languages (cf. Masica 1991: 329). we have seen that this process began rather early - cf. the use of the verb rahnā 'remain' in old Marwari or old awadhi.
as we have seen in this paper, in several Ia languages there is a tendency to include the extended form in the tense-aspect paradigm. the degree of inclusion of the extended forms differs, however, from language to language and there are various factors triggering the process. the ppp which is formally a verbal adjective has undergone a long path of grammaticalization - at the beginning of it we have a form fully endowed with stative/resultative properties and at end there is a form which has partly lost its stative force and as a part of verb paradigm it started serving as a finite form (with possible personal endings cliticisized, e.g. ppp in some kumauni dialects).
the extended form fills the systemic gap - now it is the form to mark stative/resultative meanings and what is more it can become the part of the perfective paradigm (a model example of kului). Formally, it can also evolve to finite form with personal endings cliticized (see Marathi example (32)). lp lV (2) kRzYSztoF StRońSkI It has already been mentioned in the literature that there is a huge regional variation as regards a marking in the constructions based on the stative participles in modern western Indo-aryan vernaculars such as Rajasthani, gujarati and punjabi. Rajasthani, being a language generally abandoning ergative pattern, employs exclusively nominative a whereas both gujarati and punjabi have ergative a (cf. khokhlova & Singh 2007: 97) .
pahari languages seem to show even more variety in this respect since, as we have seen, a can be marked by the ergative or the relative.
It seems thus that there is a general tendency as regards a marking in the constructions based on the stative participle. languages which have abandoned the ergative pattern in the perfective domain (Rajasthani), naturally do not maintain it in the constructions based on the stative participles (cf. khokhlova 1999: 109). other languages have maintained it (eventually they could introduce another non-nominative pattern, e.g. constructions with the relative case - western pahari) or are in the process of reintroducing it under the areal pressure (e.g. hindi).
